Cagers Bow to Harvard 72-56

After opening the season with two wins in three games, the Beaver cagers dropped a 72-56 decision to Harvard Saturday night on the Crimson court. A full court press for most of the game proved too much for the Engineers.

Captain Robert Polutchni '59 led the Tech scorers with 13 points, 11 of them in the first half. Phil Robinson '61 accounted for 12 points and Hugh Morrow '60 tallied 11 for MIT. Dennis McGinty '59, T. James Hallee '60 and Brian White '61 also scored for the Engineers.

Goalie Altman Stars But Penguins Lose

Despite a fantastic performance in the net by goalie Std Altman '60, the Engineers’ varsity hockey team dropped two games last week-end, losing Friday to Cornell 2-1 at Ithaca, N.Y. and again Saturday afternoon 9-1 to Hamilton at Clinton, N.Y.

Altman made 41 saves in the Hamilton game to give him a week-end total of 125. In the Army game last week he accounted for about 40 saves.

George Kirk '60 scored the lone Beaver goal unassisted against Cor- nell. George Peddeingham '58, assisted by Dave McInernery '61, scored for MIT against Hamilton.

E. COOP

40 MASS. AVENUE

YOUR SELECTION OF REMINGTON SHAVERS AT

REALY SOMETHING TO WRITE HOME ABOUT... FOR CHRISTMAS

Remington ROLLECTRIC® for Men

A real man wants... and needs... a real man's shaver... a men-sized Rolлектric! Six diamond-tipped cutters... largest live shaving area of all! Exclusive Roller Comb rolls slice down, comb whiskers up to get your Heavy Beard and Hidden Beard: whisker bases below ordinary shaving level. Yes, get close, that comfortable shave that lasts hours longer! 210V, AC-DC.

Remington PRINCESS for Women

Gentle, feminine shaver. Petite, yet with four times as much live shaving area as any other ladies’ shav- ing implement. Exclusive Guard Comb makes it so safe it can't cut; you can shave back and forth— no need to worry about which side to use for legs or underarms. You can apply a deodorant immediately. Three chic colors: Ivory, Pink, or Blue. AC only.

PRODUCTS OF Remington Rand, Electric Shaver

210V, AC-DC

Instructor: Prof. Leon Twarog
Enrollment limited to 30

Be Bright-Eyed and Bushy-Tailed

Keep On Your Toes With NōDōZ

When the student body are in class all day, getting much at both ends, be crazy like a fox. Keep on your toes with NōDōZ. Be alert for late-hour dates. Safe as coffee and much more convenient.

PRICES PER POUND

45 Days by Air: USSR
3 weeks $1435-$1465, plus $150 Tuition

Eastern Europe Travel Course

July 6-August 19, 1959

54 Days by Air: U.S.S.R.-3 weeks

Instructor: Prof. Leon I. Twarog

Enrollment limited to 30

For further information, write or call BOSTON UNIVERSITY SUMMER TERM

443 Commonwealth Ave, Boston 15, Mass.

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL COMPANY


685 Commonwealth Ave., Boston 15, Mass.
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